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Although the games on offer are essentially the same online and offline, the maj

or advantage internet casinos have is that they aren&#39;t restricted by space.
 Although some live casinos are huge, the floor space they have isn&#39;t unlimi

ted, meaning they have be selective with their games.
In contrast, online casinos don&#39;t have the same restrictions and this means 

they&#39;re able to offer more variations of a single game.
 Thus, while a live casino will generally pick one or two variants of blackjack 

(often based on their personal preferences), an internet gaming room will offer 

a large variety of real money gambling games.
 For example, North American roulette has a slightly different structure than Eu

ropean roulette and because of this the latter is a more lucrative option for pl

ayers.
 These geographical factors don&#39;t have an impact on internet casinos as they

 exist in virtual space without borders.
When putting these factors together into a single platform it becomes clear that

 freedom is the main reason why online casinos are more profitable than live ven

ues.
 A player has more choice and isn&#39;t bound by certain local restrictions, mea

ning online sites can offer a greater range of high payout options on the real c

ash games.
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